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Broader Impact

Contracts for Crowdsensing Contracts for Phantom Demand Response

A new senior-level class titled “Game 
Theory with Engineering Applications” 
started in Fall 2018 at Notre Dame

This is possible even with constant monitoring. The timeline below 
shows that the problem arises because of information asymmetry.

A strategic agent may predict when a demand response call may go 
out and pre-increase its consumption so that it can be compensated 
for higher load reduction for the same nominal load reduction.

We formulated a contract that provides a reward for reported load reduction 
(to incentivize maximum effort in reducing load) and a bonus proportional to 
profit made by utility company from load reduction (to limit falsification)

The contract maximized utility company’s profit by limiting falsification and 
incentivizing effort towards actual load reduction. Figure below shows 
falsification under the contract (y-axis) versus the actual load reduced (x-
axis). Interestingly, sometimes, the agent underreports load reduction.

If a central estimator wishes to collect useful information from a number of 
sensors owned and operated by self-interested agents, it must incentivize 
sensors to exert costly effort and generate accurate measurements. However, 
strategic sensors may misreport both the measurements and their accuracy to 
gain more incentive.

The utility of  sensor and the timeline are modeled as follows: 

Our main result is that it is possible to constrain falsification and guarantee 
prescribed accuracy if the estimator can verify sensor data. The verification 
may be noisy (e.g. due to a priori information), delayed, or intermittent. A 
sample result with noisy verification is as follows.

We seek to design incentives to induce 
desirable behavior by active participants 
in a class of large-scale, distributed CPS 
systems. Specifically, we will 
(i) use a contract design framework to 
model the interaction among strategic 
decision makers, who may anticipate the 
effect of their actions and may misreport 
any information to optimize their own 
utility functions, in cyber physical systems 
with the goal of aligning their decisions to 
obtain desired system performance,
(ii) develop new solutions under this 
framework for several assumptions about 
possible information asymmetries 
inspired by smart infrastructure systems, 
(iii) demonstrate the efficacy of this 
framework by applying it to several case 
studies.

Agents seek insurance contracts to protect against residual risks of losses 
stemming from cybersecurity incidents.  They pay the insurer (the principle) a 
premium in exchange for transferring part of their risk to the latter.  Two 
aspects of cybersecurity make this contract design problem interesting and 
unique: 
1.External risk assessment can help the principle perform “security pre-
screening” as a way to mitigate information asymmetry, thereby alleviating the 
issue of moral hazard. 
2.The agents’ risks are generally inter-dependent due to the high degree of 
connectedness among today’s organizations; business and vendor 
relationships add to inter-dependencies. 

To see the role of risk inter-dependence, consider the case of a single agent. 
1.The existence of risk transfer is tied to the risk aversion of the agent, i.e., if 
the agent is risk neural, then there is no risk to transfer; equivalently, the 
amount of risk transferred equals the amount of premium paid.  In this case 
the principle makes no profit. 
2.If, on the other hand, the agent is risk averse, then the principle can make a 
profit through the contract by taking on the transferred risk while charging a 
premium higher than the risk, which the agent is willing to pay due to his risk 
aversion. 

Risk dependency leads to something quite different. Consider now two risk-
neutral agents with dependent risks.  By issuing two jointly designed, but 
separate contracts, the principle is not profitable! 
1.The profit obviously does not derive from risk transfer as the agents are risk 
neutral. 
2.Rather, the profit comes from the risk dependency, which produces an 
efficiency gap between the agents’ efforts and socially desirable levels.  
3.Pre-screening then allows the principle to take advantage of this gap by 
“selling commitment” to the agents. 
The same observation of a profit gap holds, and is even more pronounced in 
the case of dependent and risk-averse agents.  
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Information Assymetry
• Presence of information asymmetry leads to possibility of rent seeking by the users

• However, optimal utilization of the private information to obtain rent can leak information

• Can the principal design data-driven contracts to minimize rent seeking?

• We showed that for two settings — (i) adverse selection followed by moral hazard, and 
(ii) when agents seek rent by colluding — this is possible

• Form of result: For finitely many interactions, agents can always gain rent, but for 
infinitely many interactions, no rent seeking is possible

contract in the one-shot game is given by:

w(x) =

⇢
x� ✓low

2 ✓low > ✓high(1� p)

x� ✓high

2 o.w
(6)

In this one shot game, when the condition

✓low > ✓high(1� p)

is satisfied (and consequently both types of agents accept the
contract), the principal’s payoff is ✓low

2 and the ✓high agent
is able to extract rent equal to ✓high�✓low

2 . The following
theorem will demonstrate that, when quality of output is
not impacted by private information ie Q(✓) = 1, the rent
does not completely vanish even in the infinite horizon case
by virtue of the ✓high agent pretending to have a type ✓low

without ever being detected.
Theorem 3: In a repeated leader-follower game between

a principal and agents with binary types ⇥ = {✓low, ✓high},
if Q(✓) = 1, the equilibrium average cumulative payoff for
the principal is given by:

UP = lim
K!1

PK
k=1 E(Uk

P )

K
=

✓low

2
(7)

and the optimal strategy for both types of agents is to exert
effort Ak = ✓low in every time step.
Proof: It is easy to see that as long as both type of agents
adopt identical strategies, the observed outputs are statis-
tically indistinguishable between the two types of agents.
Since the agent of type ✓low has no incentive to alter his one-
shot strategy, the only was the agent of type ✓high obtains
rent is by faking his type. It only remains to be seen what the
optimal contractual strategy is for the principal that results
in an equilibirium with these agent strategies. The key idea
is to use a repeated hypothesis test to ensure that the agents
do not deviate from the strategy Ak = ✓l. Further details are
available in the longer version [36]. ⇤

Consequent to Theorem 3, the principal’s expected payoff
per contract is unchanged between the single step and
infinite horizon frameworks. The payoff of the agent of type
✓high per contract is slightly reduced (from ✓high�✓low

2 to
✓low
2

⇣
1� ✓low

✓high

⌘
) due to the need for pretense. In other

words, even though the availability of data does not improve
the per contract payoff of the principal it does reduce the rent
extracted. We do state a caveat here that the fact that long
term observations does not improve the principal’s payoff is
a consequence of the linear payment form which results in a
payoff independent of output. Were the payment formulated
differently, we believe it would improve the payoff even
though the rent would not be eliminated entirely as long
as pretense is profitable to the agent.

Theorems 1 and 2 together suggest a tradeoff between
privacy and efficiency, albeit using the two extreme scenar-
ios (one-shot and infinite horizon). In general, for a finite
horizon model, complete analytical characterization of the
equilibria is intractable even for the simplest assumptions
on parameters. In Figure 1, we plot the agent’s reward
as a function of the horizon using numerical stochastic

optimization (assuming ⇥ = {1, 2},� = 1) by limiting
ourselves to deterministic agent policies. The effect of data
on the efficiency (rent reduction), in other words the privacy-
efficiency tradeoff, and the importance of the quality factor,
are visibly demonstrated in the plot.
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Fig. 1. Rent extracted vs Horizon

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we considered the problem of contract design
when a principal and an agent interact repeatedly in the
presence of adverse selection followed by moral hazard. We
show that there is a fundamental difference in situations when
the intrinsic type of the agent also determines the quality
of the output of the effort and when they do not, as also
when the game is played over a finite horizon versus an
infinite horizon. Specifically, we show that the principal must
pay a rent to derive the first best outcome if the quality of
the output of the effort is independent of the type or if the
game is played over a finite horizon. On the other hand, if
the quality of the output depends on the type of the agent
and if the agent and principal interact infinitely often, then
any private information of the agent must be revealed to the
principal and the agent cannot derive any rent.

The work can be extended along multiple lines. One
direction is to apply these results to specific examples
by considering any additional constraints imposed by the
application. Another direction is to consider the situation
when multiple agents are present, who may collude to hide
information from the principal. For instance, a high quality
agent can pretend to be low quality so that the principal
cannot differentiate among the agents and must pay rent. It
will be interesting to characterize the rent that such coalitions
can produce.
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